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SECTION 2. Declaration of Policy.

The proposed  bill  on the rehabilitation, commissioning and operation of the BNPP (the Bill)  cites 
Sections  8  and  16  of  Article  II  of  the  1987  Philippine  Constitution,  which  citation  reveals  the 
haphazard manner by which the Bill was made and the unclear purpose for which the Bill is being 
pushed into law.

Section 8 is the State's policy on nuclear weapons, not nuclear energy.  Even assuming that the two 
concepts may be interchanged, Section 8 clearly provides that it is the State's policy to be FREE FROM 
nuclear weapons.  

Section 16, meanwhile, is the State's policy on ensuring a balanced and healthful ecology.  As defined 
in the case of Oposa vs. Factoran, it is a policy of protecting and preserving the environment for the 
present  and  future  generations.  It  refers  to  the  “judicious  disposition,  utilization,  management, 
renewal and conservation of the country`s forest, mineral, land, waters, fisheries, wildlife, offshore 
areas and other natural resources to the end that their exploration, development and utilization be 
equitably accessible to the present as well as future generations.” Corollarily, the right to a balanced 
and healthful ecology carries with it the correlative duty to refrain from impairing the environment. 
The Bill does not provide for any explanation as to how decommissioning and operating the BNPP will 
advance the right to a balanced and healthful ecology. The burden to prove that it will not harm or 
impair the environment is likewise on the proponent. A legislative policy should be clearly stated and 
explained. It is not the burden of the citizens to infer the bill’s worthiness and judiciousness from its 
vague, incoherent and careless language. 

The succeeding sentence refers to the so-called “declared policy of the State to develop nuclear 
energy as a distinct and substantial  part of the country’s energy mix”. Where is this State policy 
supposed to be stated? There is absolutely nothing in the Article II of the Constitution that refers to 
the development of nuclear energy as a State policy, and it is reprehensible to claim it exists when it, 
in fact, does not. This may be an excusable oversight for non-lawyers; but the lawyers in Congress, 
especially  those who have endorsed this  bill,  should feel  shame in  taking  part  in  this  deliberate 
attempt  to  fool  the  public.  Further,  how should  this  so-called  State  policy  be  harmonized  with 
Sections 8 and 16, Article II of the Constitution? This enumeration of “State policies” is, at the very 
least, legally and fundamentally  incoherent and at  worst,  a deliberate ploy to justify  what  is  an 
inherently unjustifiable proposal.

Indeed, it may be well within legislative prerogatives to declare and state policies upon which laws 
are based, but this does not grant legislators blanket authority to randomly and/or arbitrarily grab 
any statement of a hat and declare it as a “policy.”  

To further highlight this,  when the use of atomic energy was first introduced by Republic Act 2067, 
also known as the “Philippine Science Act of 1958”, it cited Article XIV which provides “the policy of 
the State to promote scientific and technological research and development, foster invention, and 
utilize scientific knowledge as an effective instrument for the promotion of national progress.”  In 
comparison, this citation shows a clear thrust for which nuclear energy is to be utilized.

The citation of Section 16 is explained as the Bill's attempt to package the use of nuclear energy as a 
substitute  for  carbon-based  fuel,  which  has  been  pinpointed  as  the  cause  for  global  warming. 
However, if such is the case, the Bill is redundant with Republic Act 9513, otherwise known as the 
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“Renewable Energy Act of 2008”.  Republic Act 9513 clearly provides as its policy the lessening of 
dependence on fossil fuels, and the reduction of harmful emissions in order to balance the goals of 
economic growth and the protection of the environment.  Curiously, nuclear energy is not included 
among the energy sources deemed as renewable energy that would carry out such policy; unless, of 
course, the use of hydro energy source is the same as the “clean” hydrogen economy stated in the Bill 
in the same manner as nuclear weapons was carelessly interchanged with nuclear energy.  In other 
words, citation of Article II Section 16 as a  premise  does not  per se, or in all cases, lead to the 
inevitable conclusion that resort to nuclear energy is necessary.  

Before going to Section 3, it must be mentioned that there is no definition of terms provided in this 
Bill.  Ideally, the definition of terms would provide the standards by which the entire bill and its 
future implementation shall be guided.  The Bill, as drafted, makes use of what are ostensibly phrases 
that  have  some specific  or  particular  meaning  beyond what  is  ordinarily  connoted  by the  same. 
Moreover, by the very nature of the subject matter,  i.e., nuclear physics, the same will require the 
use  of  or  reference  to  some  scientific  or  technical  terms,  which  are  bound  to  be  beyond  the 
understanding of laypersons.

SECTION 3. Mandate and Authority to Rehabilitate, Commission and Operate.

This Section of the Bill  refers to Republic Act 9136, also known as the “Electric Power Reform Act 
(EPIRA)” but it says  “the provisions of Section 47 (j) of the EPIRA to the contrary notwithstanding,” 
which seems to suggest that the bill may tend to contravene or be contrary a measly  one section – 
Section 47(j) – of the EPIRA, and justifying such digression upon the statement that the mandate of 
another law, Republic Act 6395 (or the National Power Corporation's Charter), is being upheld.  This is 
a big farce; the bill goes against the entire essence of the EPIRA.

EPIRA divides the power sector into four - generation, transmission, distribution, and supply – and 
declares, among others, that the generation segment is a business imbued with public interest, and 
shall  be competitive and open.  More importantly, at the heart of the EPIRA is  the government’s 
declaration  that  it  is  leaving  the  most  of  the  operation  of  the  power  industry  –  including  the 
generation of power – to the hands of the private sector.

The  generation  of power from nuclear sources is precisely what the present proposed bill seeks to 
achieve.  Therein lies the farce.  EPIRA declares a policy of privatization, especially in the generation 
segment, while the present proposed bill mandates a return to the pre-EPIRA scenario. This is why the 
proposed bill  invokes the NAPOCOR charter (which was obviously drafted during a time when the 
legislative and public sentiment was that it was proper for government to operate power plants by 
itself) as justification for its departure from what it claims to be merely “section 47 (j)” of the EPIRA. 

Parenthetically,  this  particular  section  seems  to  declare  that  both  NAPOCOR  and  the  Philippine 
Nuclear Research Institute (PNRI) must undertake the immediate rehabilitation, commissioning and 
commercial  operation of the BNPP. Regardless,  what is  clear  in  the present provision is  that  the 
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government again wants to have a hand in power generation.

Even assuming that the Bill seeks merely to disregard or amend Section 47 (j) of the EPIRA, the same 
is cause for alarm.  What is Section 47 (j) of the EPIRA? It is a clause prohibiting the NAPOCOR  from 
incurring  any  new  obligations  to  purchase  power  through  bilateral  contracts  with  generation 
companies or other suppliers.  This means that, through the Bill, the NAPOCOR is allowed to INCUR 
NEW DEBTS in order to rehabilitate, commission and operate the BNPP.  

While legally sound, the provision for incurring new debts must be looked at in context.  It must be 
remembered  that  the  last  time  the  NAPOCOR  incurred  debts  for  the  nuclear  power  plant,  the 
Philippine government assumed its foreign and national debts under Executive Order No. 55 making 
the  Filipino  people  pay  a  $2  billion  debt.   Lawsuits  alleging  corruption  against  the  contractor 
Westinghouse were filed and no settlement was ever reached.  

In  addition to the obvious attempt to play down the Bill's grave implications on the EPIRA and on 
incurring debts anew, it states that the mandate and authority is to be given to the NAPOCOR OR an 
unnamed  subsequent  government  corporation.  Such  vague  language  leaves  a  lot  of  room  for 
interpretation and a wide leeway to give power where it is not supposed to lie. If not the NAPOCOR, 
who is then given the authority to name the still-unnamed “subsequent government corporation”? 
What parameters will be used in order to identify such “subsequent government corporation”? Who 
will decide on these parameters?

To add insult to injury, this Section also provides that the NAPOCOR, under the supervision and control 
of the Department of Energy (DOE), shall operate the BNPP while the PNRI (formerly the Philippine 
Atomic Energy Commission or PAEC) shall be the regulatory body.  The PNRI is also under the  DOE. 
The impartiality of the PNRI in favor of the operation of the BNPP by its co-DOE-attached agency is 
questionable.   In fact, the Supreme Court has ruled in Nuclear Free Philippine Coalition vs. NAPOCOR 
(G.R. No. L-68474, February 11, 1986) that the PAEC showed clear signs of bias towards the nuclear 
power plant as can be shown by its pamphlets.  The Supreme Court added that:

“At any rate, even if it be assumed that there are some doubts regarding the conclusion that 
there has been a prejudgment of the safety of PNPP-1 the doubts should be resolved in favor of 
a  course  of  action  that  will  assure  an  unquestionably  objective  inquiry,  considering  the 
circumstances thereof and the number of people vitally interested therein.

“Having thus prejudged the safety of the PNPP-1 respondent PAEC Commissioners would be 
acting with grave abuse of discretion amounting to lack of jurisdiction were they to sit  in 
judgment upon the safety of the plant, absent the requisite objectivity that must characterize 
such an important inquiry.”

Also, the Philippines must conform to the Convention on Nuclear Safety which it signed on October 14, 
1994.  However, the Philippines has yet to ratify the Convention, a fact which casts serious doubt as to 
its intention to safeguard the environment while operating a nuclear installation.  According to Article 
8 of the Convention, “each Contracting Party shall take the appropriate steps to ensure an effective 
separation between the functions of the regulatory body and those of any other body or organization 
concerned with the promotion or utilization of nuclear energy.”  Clearly, with the  DOE as both the 
operator  and  the  regulator  of  the  nuclear  power  plant,  the  Philippines  is  in  violation  of  the 
Convention.  Now, while we are not bound because we have failed to ratify the Convention, the 
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signature of the Philippines to the Convention means that we recognize the principles of international 
law as defined under said Convention, particularly over nuclear safety.

SECTION 4. Warranty over Mechanical & Civil Portions.

The warranty here is that “the BNPP conforms to the Philippine nuclear industry state of the art as of 
July 1, 1986.”  The warranty does not provide any standard by which the BNPP conforms. It only 
provides a poorly articulated sentence.  Even if “state of the art” is by itself a standard, there is no 
Philippine nuclear industry to speak of at the moment such that this “industry's state of the art” 
cannot, by any means, be an effective standard to judge the safety of the BNPP. 

This  provision  is  a  classic  example  of  why  this  bill  should  have  a  section  defining  terms  used 
throughout  the  text.   The  government  is  in  effect  guaranteeing  a  particular  state,  condition,  or 
circumstance that is undefined and vague. 

SECTION 5. Warranty over Instrumentation Card Control Equipment.

The section, in its first sentence demonstrates one of the bigger flaws of the draft bill: that no new 
feasibility studies have been made prior to the proponent’s decision to revive the BNPP, thus further 
strengthening the conclusion that indeed, there is no constitutional or even public policy sought to be 
addressed  by  the  enactment  of  the  proposed  bill.    “The  existing  main  instrument  and  control 
equipment may be  validated, retained or scrapped, selectively or in whole as needed.”  It is as if the 
government will be starting from scratch, except that it will have to work with old, antiquated, and 
outdated equipment.

With the introduction of the present provision into the draft, the proponent in fact effectively admits 
that the BNPP facilities are outdated.

This warranty refers to “state of the art” in reference to the Brazil, Slovenia and South Korea nuclear 
power plants.  However, the standards are always qualified by “the series or model of nuclear plants 
to which the BNPP belongs, where applicable”.  Again, for failure to define terms, even the series of 
model which the BNPP shall follow is still not defined.  How then is it possible to use the standards of 
certain other jurisdictions in its evaluation?

SECTION 6. Hiring of Technical Personnel.

Priority is given to those with institutional memory on the construction and maintenance of the power 
plant.  Also, the nationality requirement is waived for the first 10 years. Neither legal justification nor 
Constitutionally-allowed exception is given for the waiver.  

As mentioned earlier, Westinghouse, the foreign contractor, was charged with corruption and bribery 
charges by the Philippine government.  It is hoped that the concurrent qualification of institutional 
memory and the waiver of the nationality requirement does not lead to the hiring of persons involved 
in such anomaly.  Also, Section 3 of Article XIII of the 1987 Constitution requires full protection to 
labor and equal employment opportunities for all.

Furthermore, Section 11 of Article XII of the 1987 Constitution cannot be amended by mere legislative 
fiat, as the Bill hopes to do.  The requirement that the operation of a public utility shall be granted to 
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Filipino  citizens,  as  well  as  the  designation  of  Filipinos  as  executive  and  managing  officers  of  a 
corporation operating such a utility, is a constitutional mandate.  

SECTION 7. Development of Local Skilled Manpower.

This section requires the University of the Philippines “to offer courses in nuclear engineering and 
nuclear  plant  operation.”  This  is  contrary  again  to  the  Constitution,  particularly  Section  5, 
subparagraph (2) of Article XIV which states “Academic freedom shall be enjoyed in all institutions of 
higher  learning.”  According  to  present  jurisprudence,  academic  freedom  encompasses  the 
independence of an academic institution to determine for itself (1) who may teach, (2) WHAT may be 
taught, (3) how it shall teach, and (4) who may be admitted to study. (See Miriam College Foundation 
v. CA, 348 SCRA 265, December 15, 2000.)

The University  of  the Philippines  enjoys  this  academic freedom, and has  been granted  such just 
recently in Republic Act 9500 (the UP Charter of 2008), particularly Section 5 thereof which states 
“The  national  university  has  the  right  and  responsibility  to  exercise  academic  freedom.”  The 
derogation of such freedom should not be allowed at any cost.

SECTION 8. Compensation/Salary Rates.

There is a different salary scheme provided in the Bill as the salary of personnel hired will be based on 
competitive rates in other countries.   While different industries are allowed differential salary rates 
in our labor laws, those which have been mentioned are First World countries. Again, there is no 
rationale given for this differential treatment.

SECTION 9. Tenure of Employment.

Security of tenure is again waived in this provision of the Bill, as well as the due process requirements 
in dismissal cases under our labor laws.  Both are contrary to the Constitution, Section 1 of Article III 
mandating observance of due process requirements in our Bill of Rights and thus, the twin-notice 
requirement mandated in dismissal cases to allow the employee a chance to explain; and Section 3 of 
Article XIII that gives security of tenure to all workers.  It cannot be over-emphasized that mere 
legislation cannot amend the Constitution and all provisions of law contrary to the Constitution are 
VOID, WITHOUT EFFECT.

SECTION 10. Allocations for Disposal of Spent Fuel and Decommissioning of the BNPP.

First of all, what is the rationale for requiring the National Treasury to convert the fund proceeds to 
“hard currency”?

Secondly, the safeguarding and investment of funds collected by the BNPP are given to the DOE, NPC, 
PNRI and/or the subsequent government agency that will operate it, with the Department of Finance. 
Except for the DOF, these agencies do not have the expertise for this task.  In fact, it is a basic 
principle  in  administrative  law that  administrative  agencies  are  tasked  and  mandated  by  law to 
perform public functions on the basis of the expertise associated with its personnel.  In this time of 
crisis and given the questions over investments made by pre-need firms and the regulatory function 
vested on the SEC instead of the Insurance Commission, this particular provision needs to be reviewed 
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as it carries grave implications on the purported gains of using nuclear energy, should the money 
earned be simply mismanaged.

Also, while special funds were named, allegedly through the BNPP Spent Fuel Disposal Fund (BSFDF) 
and the BNPP End of Life Decommissioning Fund (BELDF), no clear allocation or amount is stated for 
these funds.  The provision is overbroad in that it will possibly allow an administrative agency to 
legislate  how much funds  in  the National  Treasury  shall  be set  aside for  these two funds.   This 
legislative power of the purse cannot be delegated without clear standards.

SECTION 13. Definition and Extension of Operational Lifetime.

The  operational  lifetime  of  the  BNPP  was  identified as  forty  (40)  years  from  the  date  of  its 
commercial operation. What is the basis for this pre-determined period? Does it mean that in 40 years 
the plant would have succumbed to irremediable wear and tear? Does 40 years refer to the period in 
which  the government would have recouped its  investments? The law mandates an Environmental 
Impact Assessment (EIA) for every proposed project and undertaking which significantly affect the 
quality  of  the  environment  and  it  even  includes  projects  proposed  by  government  agencies  and 
instrumentalities. At the bare minimum, the lifetime of any proposed project should have been the 
subject of an EIA and the bill does not even refer to it while it was able to refer to future regulations 
in case of extension.  Considering that it appears that no new study has been made regarding the 
feasibility of operating the BNPP, it  would appear that the designation of forty (40) years as the 
operational lifetime of the BNPP is nothing but an arbitrary figure.  

SECTION 14.     Preparedness and Response Plan  .  

One would assume that, in light of historical nuclear disasters, this succinct section would be one of 
the most important and carefully laid out provision of the Bill. Instead, the provision does not provide 
for an appropriation, a timeline or even a standard.

SECTION 15. Cost of Rehabilitation.

This  is  ultimately  a  condition  precedent  for  the  effectivity  of  the  entire  law.   If  the  cost  for 
rehabilitation  is  found  to  exceed  the  cost  of  putting  up  a  brand  new coal-fired  power  plant  of 
equivalent power generating capacity, then the rehabilitation will not come into effect.

The standard set by the clause in its first sentence: “a cost that is substantially below one half…” is 
vague, and may be considered an undue delegation of power, especially considering that as earlier 
stated, this section appears to provide for a condition precedent to the law’s coming into effect.  Is 
the  NAPOCOR,  or  the  imaginary  “subsequent  government  corporation”  left  with  the  task  of 
determining whether or not to proceed with the rehabilitation, and eventual operation of the BNPP?

SECTION 16. Mode of Commission. 

The president through the DOE is given the authority to determine and decide the mode by which the 
mandate of the Bill is to be attained.  As part of its powers, it is correct to allow the executive to 
implement the Bill once it is passed into law.  However, this provision should not be read to negate 
the duty of the President, under Section 2 of Article XII of the Constitution, to notify Congress of 
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every contract entered into within 30 days of its execution.  

Having  clarified  that,  this  section  seems  to  refer  to  the  mode  by  which  the  project  is  to  be 
undertaken,  i.e.,  under  the  Government  Procurement  Reform  Act,  in  relation  to  the  BOT  law, 
providing for the limitation that whatever mode may be resorted to, only the government can operate 
the facility (e.g., B-T but not BOT or BOO).  This is a fairly reasonable conclusion, considering that all 
government procurment is mandated to be conducted under the auspices of the mentioned laws. 
However, as can be gleaned from a cursory reading of the section in question, the true meaning 
cannot be readily ascertained.

SECTION 17. Compliance with Environmental Regulations.

The regulation is again granted to the PNRI.  The legal objection here is the same in Sections 3 and 
10, which are the impartiality and the competence of the PNRI to make the necessary evaluations. 
Also, note that the PNRI does not have prosecutorial powers as well as adjudicatory powers to allow it 
to police BNPP for environmental hazards.  

Nothing in the Bill provides for penalties or mechanisms to hold accountable such persons who will not 
comply with the Bill or the standards to be set-out later on.  This cannot be delegated to an oversight 
committee or the regulatory body.  The definition of offenses and the penalties applicable are a 
purely legislative function.  Of course, another way to look at it is that the Bill has no intention to 
hold accountable persons employed for commissioning the BNPP and every risk is to be borne again by 
the Filipino people.

SECTION 18. Benefits to Host Communities.

Given the unclear wording of the present provision, as it seems to provide incentives to practically 
everyone,  it  would  appear  that  this  is  a  token  provision  designed  to  appease  detractors  of  an 
otherwise haphazardly-crafted bill.  

CONCLUSION.

All in all, the proposed Bill is haphazardly, carelessly and irresponsibly written.  It does not even 
attempt to conform to international law standards on nuclear safety.  It also fails to, at the very least, 
harmonize its provisions with existing domestic laws that have the same dual purpose of solving the 
energy crisis while maintaining environmental safeguards.  In fact, the Bill highlights the failures of 
the EPIRA which, at the time of its legislative review, was also paraded as the solution to the energy 
crisis.

At every turn, this Bill defies the fundamental principles on which our Constitution stands. It proposes 
to (1) redefine the right to a balanced and healthful ecology under Section 16, Article II, (2) amend 
the Constitution in order to add the so-called State policy on the use of nuclear energy, (3) lift the 
Constitutional requirement on nationality under Section 3 of Article XIII and Section 11 of Article XII, 
(4)  derogate  academic  freedom and  (5)  waive  the  fundamental  right  to  security  of  tenure.  The 
Constitution is sacrosanct against mere legislative fiat.
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